Purpose -The validity of any performance assessment depends substantially on the rating scale used in the assessment procedure. It delineates the theoretical construct being measured and influences how performances are judged and interpreted. This study examined the factorial validity and invariance of the rating scale used for the assessment of the essay writing component of the Malaysian University English Test (MUET) in terms of the correspondence to empirical data and the theoretical construct of ESL writing.
INTRODUCTION
Central to the validity of performance assessment is the rating scale used in the assessment procedure (McNamara, 1996) . It delineates the operational definition of the theoretical construct that is being measured, thus exerting considerable influence on the way performances are judged (Weigle, 1994) and interpreted (Messick, 1995) . Implications of the use of rating scales are therefore far too important to be taken lightly, particularly in high-stakes standardized testing. Hence, rating scales should be subjected to rigorous empirical validation to ascertain that they indeed reflect the theoretical construct they have been designed to measure (Bond & Fox, 2015; Cumming & Mellow, 1997) .
As factorial validity relates to the correspondence between the structure of a measure or construct and its theoretical definition (Hoyle & Smith, 1994; Messick, 1995) , its evidence is essential in establishing the validity of inferences from test scores (Messick, 1980 (Messick, , 1995 . It is only when factorial validity is clearly demonstrated that the linear combinations of the indicators to form composite scores of latent variables, i.e., the theoretical construct, can be fully justified and the construct validity of inferences from test scores determined (Messick, 1980 (Messick, , 1995 .
Another important concern in establishing the construct validity of inferences from scores on an instrument pertains to the factorial invariance of the instrument. If factorial invariance does not hold, differences in group performances are not reflective of true differences in the measured latent construct but instead are attributable to variability in the measurement properties (Hoyle & Smith, 1994) . Hence, it is critical that the factorial structure of the rating scale that is used and the values of its parameters be demonstrated to be comparable across subgroups before the interpretation of scores for different groups can have the same meaning.
In Malaysia, the level of students' English proficiency is an entry requirement into higher institutions, irrespective of whether English is the main medium of instruction or not. The entry English language requirement for international students into the higher institutions are usually based on the TOEFL (The Test of English as a Foreign Language) and/or IELTS (International English Language Testing System), while local or Malaysian students entry are based on the localized Malaysian English Test (MUET). According to the Malaysian Examinations Council (2006, 2011, 2015) , MUET is designed to measure the English language proficiency of preuniversity students for entry into tertiary education. MUET comprises all the four language skills: Listening (45 scores), Speaking (45 scores), Reading (120 scores) and Writing (90 scores), with an aggregated score range of zero to 300. The scores correlate with a banding system ranging from Band 1 (the lowest) to Band 6 (the highest). The writing skill is seen as the second important skill for academic purposes as it carries 30% of the total MUET score. The writing section has two parts: Report writing (40 marks) and Academic essay writing (50 marks). In the Report writing, a non-linear graph is presented and test takers are required to write an essay which has an introduction, a body and a conclusion based on the given prompt. On the other hand, the Academic essay requires test takers to write about their opinions and views on a given issue. The rating scale used for assessing the Academic essay comprises two components. Hence, the two latent variables underlying the rating scale are: (1) Task fulfillment (indicated by knowledge/ understanding of topic, ideas development and ideas presentation) and (2) Language (indicated by organization of ideas, linking of ideas 'i.e. coherence', complexity of sentence structure, language accuracy, effective sentence structures 'i.e. syntactic', appropriateness of vocabulary [idiom and word] , and spelling). validity and invariance of its writing rating scale be rigorously examined. To test for factorial validity, a measurement model was developed based on the construct definition (criteria description) of the MUET essay rating scale and tested using AMOS, a data-fitting programme. Factorial invariance was determined through multiple group analysis and testing of baseline, metric, and factor variance/ covariance models. As this study aimed to provide empirical evidence for the valid use of the MUET essay writing rating scale, the research questions that guided the intent of this study are as follows:
1.
To what extent does the 2-factor structure model of the MUET essay rating scale correspond to empirical data?
2.
To what extent does the best-fit model correspond to the theoretical construct of ESL writing?
3.
To what extent is the best-fit model invariant across samples drawn from the same population?
LITERATURE REVIEW
In L1 writing, the development of analytic scales for assessing writing ability was pioneered by Diederich, French and Carlton in 1961 (see Sasaki & Hirose, 1999) . In their study, Diederich et al. factor-analyzed 35 remarks given by English L1 readers on 300 compositions written by college students. From the analysis, they identified 5 major traits or dimensions of writing that raters focused on. These were identified as: Ideas, Form, Flavour, Mechanics, and Wordings. It was from this study that Diederich et al. constructed the first analytic scale for writing in English as L1 (Sasaki & Hirose, 1999) . Though the resultant scale was criticized for being highly unreliable, and for focusing on aspects that were either too mechanical or difficult to quantify (see Hamp-Lyons & Henning, 1991) , this study is of special significance because of its methodological approach in developing analytic scales (Sasaki & Hirose, 1999) .
Another notable study on the development of L1 analytic writing rating scale was conducted by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) (see Hamp-Lyons & Henning, 1991; Sasaki & Hirose, 1999) . The aim of the study was to develop and validate a common scoring scheme to evaluate high school students' compositions across a number of writing tasks and across 14 different countries. Based on the review of related literature, comments given by the international reading team, and the results of several pilot studies, IEA developed a scoring scheme consisting of seven major traits or constructs that was felt to describe L1 writing -quality and scope of content, organization and presentation of content, style and tone, lexical and grammatical features, spelling and orthographic conventions, handwriting and neatness, and response of the rater. This study is also of particular significance as it represented "a modern sense of construct validation" (Sasaki & Hirose, 1999, p. 459) , where the intended construct to be assessed or measured was first defined a priori and then validated a posteriori by collecting empirical evidence to support the adequacy and appropriateness of inferences based on performances elicited. Sasaki and Hirose (1999) developed an analytic rating scale for the assessment of Japanese university students' expository writing. Information on the criteria that Japanese L1 teachers consider essential when evaluating expository writing was collected using a questionnaire survey. With the assistance of two Japanese L1 writing experts, 35 criteria of Japanese expository writing were outlined. Expert judgment was again used to categorize the descriptions into five major areas: expression, organization, content, appeal to the readers and social awareness. These descriptions were then piloted and reviewed several times before the final questionnaire was sent out to High-school Japanese teachers.
The construct validity of the rating scale was subsequently verified by examining (a) the relationship between the newly-developed analytic scale and a holistic scoring profile through regression analysis, and (b) the relationship between the newly developed scale and an existing scale by means of correlation coefficient and mean score. Factorial validity of the scale in terms of the factor-structure of the scale, however, was not investigated empirically. Division of the constructs and organization of the corresponding sub-constructs were done entirely through the use of expert judgment and their understanding of L1 writing.
In ESL writing, the empirical development of analytic rating scales and investigations of their construct validity have also been given attention. One of the most widely known ESL writing scale is the ESL Composition Profile developed by Jacobs, Zinkgraf, Wormuth, Hartfiel and Hughey (1981) . In this analytic scale, ESL writing ability is represented as comprising five dimensions or traits: content, organization, vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. This scale was validated by collecting evidence of reliability which included (1) reader reliability or interrater agreement (2) standard error of measurement (3) internal consistency (4) reliability of gains score, and (5) score reliability. Evidence of validity, on the other hand, was demonstrated through (1) face validity (2) content validity (3) concurrent validity, and (4) predictive validity. Construct validity was demonstrated by investigating gains in the construct (i.e., composition ability) and by comparing the mean score on pre-and post-tests of two cohorts: undergraduate and graduate students.
In another study, Brown and Bailey (1984) validated a rating scale developed by a team of ESL teachers at UCLA for scoring compositions written by students in an upper-intermediate ESL class. Aspects that were considered in the validation of the scale include: a) consistency of scoring across raters, b) identification of possible sources of error, and c) determination of raters' reaction to the scoring scheme. Findings of this study suggested that the rating scale was useful in measuring second language writing ability. The authors, however, noted that further investigations need to be carried out to evaluate the validity of the instrument from the content and construct point of view.
Alongside investigations of ESL writing rating scales is the empirical validation of the theoretical constructs and sub-constructs of ESL writing. Cumming (1990) through the use of multivariate analyses, found that the processes and products of writing in a second language are characterized by two distinct but interrelated factors: writing expertise and second language proficiency. Writing expertise pertains to processes that are central in the mental activities and decision-making processes of the writer in producing and organizing the content appropriate to the writing task (Cumming, 1990) . Second language proficiency, on the other hand, is considered as "an additive factor" (Cumming, 1990 ) and defined as control over the linguistic elements of a second language (Cumming, 1990) .
In a subsequent study, which investigated whether novice and experienced raters implicitly distinguished students' writing expertise and second language proficiency, Cumming (1990) found that both groups of raters did distinguish these two aspects in their ratings of students' compositions. The MANOVA results indicated no interaction effects between these two factors thus providing further empirical support that writing expertise and second language proficiency are separate distinct factors. This conception of second language writing is supported by other researchers (see Krapels, 1990 ) and has been widely accepted and embodied in many analytic ESL writing rating scales (Weigle, 1994) . Another important study, which has helped to elucidate the relationship between constructs of writing ability, is by Roid (1994) . Using an extensive series of cluster analyses, he found construct-related evidence in support of the multidimensional model of L2 writing ability, thus the use of analytic scales.
In recent years, rating scale validation has also taken a different path through the use of Rasch analysis. Curtis and Boman (2007) maintained that the application of the Rasch Measurement Model has made researchers and developers of survey and assessment instruments to reconsider the construction of these instruments. This is because the Rasch Measurement Model provides "an alternative framework for understanding measurement and alternative strategies for judging the quality of a measuring instrument" (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 2008 , p.2281 . Good examples are the studies on the validation of rating scales which focus on rater judging behaviour. These studies looked at raters' interpretation and application of particular rating scales to particular tasks, rating criteria and candidates (e.g., Kondo-Brown, 2002; Wigglesworth, 1993) ; aspects related to raters' judging behaviour (e.g., Brown, 1995; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 1996; Schoonen, Vergeer & Eiting, 1997) ; and the effect of training on judges' rating (e.g., Lumley & McNamara, 1995; Weigle, 1994; Wigglesworth, 1993) .
Though Rasch analysis has made important contributions to instrument/ scale validation, this empirical study turned to Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) as it is the most appropriate tool to examine (1) the correspondence of the factorial structure of the MUET essay writing rating scale to the theoretical construct of ESL writing, and (2) for testing model-data fit and invariance. All confirmatory and invariance analyses were conducted using AMOS 4.0 (Arbuckle, & Wothke, 1999) . These techniques help provide empirical evidence for the factorial validation of the rating scale in question. This research draws attention to the construct validity of rating scales to ensure that the interpretation of test scores is consistent with the theoretical views of the ability or construct tested.
METHODOLOGY Data and Data Collection Method
Data for analysis were sourced from a writing test of a university placement examination. From a total of 400 essays that were randomly selected, 392 were found suitable, and rated by an experienced ESL writing instructor. The other 8 essays had to be discarded as they were incomplete and therefore would not give an accurate representation of actual writing ability. The essays were scored using a 7-point scale which was developed based on the construct definition of ESL writing, embodied in the MUET essay writing rating scale. At the initial stage of the rating process, several essays were randomly selected and rated by another experienced writing instructor. Ratings from the two instructors were discussed, together with the researcher, to ensure scoring consistency and accurate interpretation of the underlying construct. Final ratings for all the essays were later entered onto the SPSS data editor and prepared for data analysis. Following that, the data were randomly split into two sets to allow for testing of factorial invariance.
Data Analysis Procedure
A measurement model was developed based on the criteria description of the MUET essay writing rating scale, and tested using CFA. Factorial validity of the model was established by testing the fit of the measurement model to the data. The following goodnessof-fit indices were used in determining model-data fit: the chi-square statistic (c 2 ), Bentler's comparative fit index (CFI), the chi-square to degree of freedom ratio (c 2 /df), the Tucker Lewis Index (TLI), and the root mean square of approximation (RMSEA) (see Kline, 1998 for discussion of fit statistics). CFI and TLI values of > .90 indicate good fit; values close to 1.0 are therefore desirable. CFI and TLI may sometimes exceed 1.0 (Kline 1998 As the hypothesized measurement model produced unsatisfactory model-data fit, it was re-specified and re-tested. Re-specification of the model was guided by theoretical considerations and relevant fit indices. Factorial invariance, on the other hand, was examined through a series of more restrictive models using a multiple group analysis (see Kline, 1998; Hair et al., 1998) . Fit of the invariance models was determined primarily using the change in chi square per change in degrees of freedom between the models. Change in CFI was also used to determine differences in model fit in the invariance analyses as it has been shown to be appropriate (see Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) . A change of 0.01 in CFI is indicative of a substantial difference in models. Figure 1 . The 2-Factor Measurement Model of the MUET Essay Writing Rating Scale.
Model Specification
The MUET essay writing rating scale measures two main components or constructs of ESL writing: task fulfillment and language. Task fulfillment includes aspects related to knowledge or understanding of topic, development of ideas, and presentation of ideas. Language, on the other hand, assesses the appropriate use of the English language. It includes language accuracy, spelling, effective use of sentence structure, complexity of sentence structures, appropriacy Hair et al., 1998) . Fit of the invariance models was determined primarily using the change in chi square per change in degrees of freedom between the models. Change in CFI was also used to determine differences in model fit in the invariance analyses as it has been shown to be appropriate (see Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) . A change of 0.01 in CFI is indicative of a substantial difference in models.
The MUET essay writing rating scale measures two main components or constructs of ESL writing: task fulfillment and language. Task fulfillment includes aspects related to knowledge or understanding of topic, development of ideas, and presentation of ideas. Language, on the other hand, assesses the appropriate use of the English language. It includes language accuracy, spelling, effective use of sentence structure, complexity of sentence structures, appropriacy of vocabulary & idioms, linking of ideas & coherence, organization of ideas and paragraphing. Based on this construct definition of ESL writing, a 2-factor measurement model was constructed (Figure 1 ). 
Labels and Descriptions of Latent and

Model Identification
Before a model can be tested, it must be ensured that it does not have any identification problems (Hair et al., 1998; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001 ). For a model to be identified "a unique numerical solution for each of the parameters in the model" must be achieved (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001, p. 691 ). The constructed model was over identified with 43 degrees of freedom. 
Before a model can be tested, it must be ensured that it does not have any identification problems (Hair et al., 1998; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001 ). For a model to be identified "a unique numerical solution for each of the parameters in the model" must be achieved (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001, p. 691 ). The constructed model was over identified with 43 degrees of freedom.
Assumptions
Evaluation of assumptions for CFA was carried out using SPSS for Windows version 12.0.
•
Assumptions of Normality and Linearity
Two of the observed variables had skewness of below -1 whereas three variables had kurtosis greater than 1 but below 2. To assess linearity, randomly selected pairs of variables were examined using scatterplots. They were found to be linearly related to varying degrees. Multivariate normality was also met with a critical ratio of 1.445. The Mahalanobis Distance also indicated absence of outlying values.
Multicollinearity and Singularity
Inter-item correlations of the variables indicate that most of the variables had correlations of .8 and below. Only a few variables had inter-item correlations of above .8. Generally SEM programs abort and provide warning messages if the covariance matrix is nonsingular. As convergence was achieved in all the analyses conducted, the covariance matrix was assumed to be nonsingular and free from multicollinearity.
Model Estimation
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was employed to estimate the hypothesized and re-specified models. The maximum likelihood estimation method (MLE) was used for three reasons. First, MLE "makes estimates based on maximizing the probability (likelihood) that the observed covariances are drawn from a population assumed to be the same as that reflected in the coefficient estimates. That is, MLE picks estimates which have the greatest chance of reproducing the observed data" (Garson, 2002, p. 6) . Second, it is the most commonly used method, and thirdly, it can be used with sample sizes of between 100 and 200 (Hair et al., 1998) .
RESULTS
Two-Factor Structure Model Not Supported
The CFA result indicates that the 2-factor structure of the MUET writing rating scale lacks empirical support. The large chi square value (c 2 = 169.309) and chi square to df ratio (c 2 /df = 3.937), along with the root mean square approximation value of above 0.10 (RMSEA = .127) indicates poor model-data fit. TLI of just above .90 provides further evidence of poor fit (Figure 2) . The model was, therefore, re-specified and re-tested. Re-specified Model A Literature on ESL writing has identified two distinct but interrelated constructs: writing expertise and language. Writing expertise has been argued and shown to encompass aspects related to content and organization, whereas second language proficiency relates to linguistic elements (Cumming, 1990) . In the MUET essay writing scale, organization and coherence are postulated as sub-constructs of language, not task fulfilment, which pertains to content-related aspects of writing proficiency. Therefore, in this re-specified model (Model A), the observed variables, ORGANIZATION and COHERENCE (which has been theorized and empirically shown to be related to writing expertise) were placed under 'Task Fulfilment', together with elements related to content. The re-specified model yielded better goodness-of-fit indices: the chi square value is smaller (c 2 = 105.631); the chi square to df ratio improved considerably (c 2 / df = 2.457), values for CFI and TLI were above the threshold value of .90. Despite the improvements in certain model-data fit indices, the root mean square approximation value showed mediocre fit (RMSEA = .090). 
Re-specified Model B
The model was further modified based on literature on ESL writing and findings on construct validation of rating scales used in the assessment of ESL writing. The second re-specified 
The model was further modified based on literature on ESL writing and findings on construct validation of rating scales used in the assessment of ESL writing. The second re-specified model (Model B) comprised three factors: Task Fulfilment (aspects related to content), Text Organization (aspects related to organization of content), and Language (aspects to do with linguistic elements). The re-specified Model B was over identified with 41 degrees of freedom.
The CFA results indicated a much better model-data fit. The chi square to df ratio fell below 2.0 (c 2 /df = 1.813), values for CFI and TLI were above .95 and close to 1. The root mean square approximation value was below .05 (RMSEA = .046) indicative of good fit. With the exception of SPELLING, all factor loadings (regression weights) for this 3-factor structure model were above .70 supporting the validity of the indicators as sub-constructs of the three dimensions. Consistent with the literature on ESL writing, aspects related to writing expertise (content and organization) were found to be very highly correlated (.93) while their correlations with language were of smaller magnitude. 
Factorial or Measurement Invariance
Tests of factorial invariance are generally conducted using a multiple group analysis which involves comparing nested models (Jöreskog, 1971 
Tests of factorial invariance are generally conducted using a multiple group analysis which involves comparing nested models (Jöreskog, 1971) . The goodness-of-fit indices and chi-square statistics of increasingly restrictive factor models (where more constraints are subsequently imposed on model parameters) are compared against a baseline model. If the restricted models produce better fit to the data and yield a non-significant chi square change, it can be concluded that the more restrictive models fits better and demonstrate invariance. If not, the baseline model is better and invariance is not supported.
In this study, three levels of invariance (each more restrictive) were tested: configural, metric, and factor variance/covariance. Configural invariance signifies that the same factor structure is applicable to groups tested. Metric invariance means that a particular indicator or sub-construct has the same scaling unit across groups. This is necessary for substantive comparisons between groups on the latent construct or variable. Factor variances, on the other hand, determines whether groups are using the same range of the construct continuum, and factor covariances test whether the same associations between the latent constructs/variables are supported across groups.
Configural invariance was first tested in the baseline model via multiple group analysis. No equality constraints were imposed, and parameters were estimated separately for the two population groups. The results of the multiple group analysis showed acceptable fit; thus configural invariance was deemed supported. To test for metric invariance, a constrained (restricted) model was tested where equality constraints were imposed on the factor loadings of the two groups ( Figure 5) As full measurement or metric invariance is rarely found in empirical research (Romhild, 2008) , partial metric invariance of the 3-factor model was examined. In this subsequent analysis, a new model is run but without equality constraints. Critical ratios for differences in parameter estimates were examined. Z-scores that exceed the critical value of z for p < .05 (± 1.96) indicate that parameters are significantly different from each other. From Table 2 , it is evident that all parameters, with the exception of PRESENTATION, were not significantly different across the baseline and constrained model. Partial measurement invariance of the 3-factor structure is therefore maintained. Figure 5 . The Constrained Model with Equality Constraints Imposed on Factor Loadings As full measurement or metric invariance is rarely found in empirical research (Romhild, 2008) , partial metric invariance of the 3-factor model was examined. In this subsequent analysis, a new model is run but without equality constraints. Critical ratios for differences in parameter estimates were examined. Z-scores that exceed the critical value of z for p < .05 ( 1.96) indicate that parameters are significantly different from each other. From Table 2 , it is evident that all parameters, with the exception of PRESENTATION, were not significantly different across the baseline and constrained model. Partial measurement invariance of the 3-factor structure is therefore maintained. Given the adequate fit of the metric model, and the non-significant change in CFI (CFI < 0.01), the metric model was re-tested with the factor loading for PRESENTATION unconstrained. A factor variance/covariance model, which is more restrictive model, was also tested. For this analysis, factor loadings (except PRESENTATION) and factor variances/ covariances were set equal between the two groups ( Figure 6 ). The results of analysis showed that the factor variance/covariance model produced the best fit to the data (Table  3) with no significant ∆ c 2 and CFI. 
DISCUSSION
This study sought to provide empirical evidence on the factorial validity of an essay writing rating scale used for the assessment of writing ability in a national-level standardized test. Findings of this study suggest that the rating scale in question has some shortcomings in terms of its factorial structure. Not only is the 2-factor structure model underlying the MUET essay writing rating scale not supported by empirical data, it is also incongruent with the theoretical definition of ESL writing construct. On the contrary, the factorial validity of the 3-factor structure model is well-supported as it shows good model-data fit. All of the factor loadings of the individual indicators/observed variables except 'SPELLING' exceed the threshold value, thus explaining more than 50% of the variance in the observed variables. The use of these indicators of ESL writing therefore is justified. The multiple group CFA establishes the factorial validity of the measurement model in each group. It suggests that the constructs (latent variables) are the same in each group and allows for the substantive theoretical comparisons between groups.
This study has provided strong empirical evidence for the improvement of the rating scale used for the assessment of the MUET essay writing component. However, further validation should be carried out across different ESL populations to garner more evidence for its factorial invariance. To date, similar research involving writing assessment is still lacking and is mainly conducted by large language testing agencies, such as, the Educational Testing Service (ETS). As construct validity is considered to be the overarching validity, research of this kind must be given due attention. This is to ensure that the interpretation of test scores is consistent with the theoretical views of the ability tested (Bachman, 1990) .
Finally, in the ESL context, writing is a very challenging task for ESL learners due to the complexity of factors and tasks involved in writing. For instance, writing requires both cognitive ability and skilled manipulation of linguistic structures to produce concise and coherent discourse. In other words, the ESL writer must have the necessary cognitive ability to formulate his or her thoughts and ideas logically, accurately and coherently alongside his or her linguistic ability that shapes all thoughts through selecting appropriate lexical The findings provide further support for the notion that ESL learners' development of writing skills may vary across different sub-skills or may develop unevenly across sub-skills. Therefore, scoring of the different sub-skills should be done separately. In addition, this finding suggests that the teaching of L2 writing skills should provide sufficient emphasis on the two sub-skills -Text Organization and Language use -separately so that learners are given fair learning experience for both skills in writing. Additionally, this study also demonstrates the importance of rigorous empirical validation of rating scales used in high stakes assessment.
MUET is a high stakes test used for entry requirement into Malaysian universities; thus, accuracy in the measurement of test takers' proficiency for all components is critical. Although it is practical, in terms of scoring, to use rating scales that combine several dimensions, it is important to ensure that the dimensions fit together, and therefore will provide accurate measures, especially when there are clear evidence of uneven development in the different dimensions of ESL writing. It is recommended that further validation be carried out across different ESL populations to provide further empirical evidence.
